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mattress MAIA AIR
1. HIGH BREATHABILITY, supported by an open cell cold foam structure, provides 

greater comfort.  By using natural soya oil in the foam, we follow current organic 
trends and signifi cantly reduce any potential negative environmental impact.

2. KOMFORTAN® foam guarantees optimal elasticity and proper support 
of the human body to assure your comfort.

3. The unique KARDIO CENTRAL core shaping provides 
constant ventilation, moisture removal and temperature 
stabilisation. 

4. Individual mattress layers interconnect WITHOUT 
GLUING, with the possibility of practical individual part 

disassembly during cleaning.

5. We‘ve designed SEVEN SEPARATE ANATOMICAL ZONES to 
ensure they always adapt to your movement and keep your body in the 

perfect sleep-inducing position.

6. The MORAVIA COVER, comprised of exclusive knitted fabric with a high content of 
natural viscose, is exceptionally soft and pleasantly smooth, which is why we use it 
for our luxury line mattresses.  

7. The 3D GRID sewn into the cover is in perfect symbiosis with the mattress core to 
emphasise air circulation. The cover is divisible into two separate parts with a zipper 
running around the entire perimeter of the cover.
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NOTES:

ABOUT THE COMPANY: 

We are a leading Czech mattress manufacturer with a long tradition. We offer mattresses and products for healthy sleep 
to a wide sector of users from hospitals, hotels, guest houses, spas, long-term care facilities up to home use.  Thanks to our 
many years of experience, we can guarantee that we will stay close to you and continue to improve our mattresses with 
respect for your wishes.

Our products meet the 
strict criteria of 

manufacturing standards. 
The safety of the 

materials we use in 
production is also subject 

to a close inspection.

CERTIFICATES

When dealing with 
customers, we prefer an 

individual approach 
where we always try to 

meet all your 
requirements.

 INDIVIDUAL
APPROACH

We are a manufacturer 
with 48 years of 

experience. The quality of 
delivered products and 

work safety is our priority.

QUALITY

We stand behind the 
quality of our products, 

which is why we o	er an 
extended warranty.

 

GUARANTEES

Thanks to our many years 
of experience in mattress 

production, we can 
prepare mattresses 

tailored to your needs.

TAILOR-MADE
PRODUCTS

We incorporate 
traditional materials into 
our product range, right 
up to new products just 
launched on the market 
such as EKOMFORTAN® 

and ECOREPUR®.

MATERIALS

MATTRESS DESCRIPTION:

The MORAVIA cover, comprised of exclusive knitted fabric with a high natural viscose 
content, is exceptionally soft and pleasantly smooth, which is why we use it for our luxury 
line mattresses. Natural viscose, the basic manufacturing material of which is cellulose 
extracted from coniferous trees, provides the fabric with necessary air permeability, 
perfectly carries moisture away and creates an optimum micro-climate for your healthy 
sleep. 
• Composition: 60% polyester, 37% viscose, 2% polyamide, 1% elastane
• The cover is divisible into two separate parts with a zipper running around the entire 

perimeter of the cover.
• The 3D grid emphasises air circulation outside the mattress.

MORAVIA COVER:

KOMFORTAN SOYA OIL ATYPICAL CAPACITY RIGIDITY RIGIDITY WARRANTY

We put all our experience into this orthopaedic partner mattress by using the exceptionally elastic HR-foam with 
soya oil extract.  

The core is comprised of resistant elastic foam provided by double-sided 7-zone profiling with different loading area rigidity. 
Each individual zone provides the necessary adjustment for the correct position of your back. Owing to the unique KARDIO 
cut, there is permanent ventilation, moisture removal and temperature stabilisation. All individual layers interconnect 
without using adhesives. MARIA AIR will not limit you in any way.


